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Stiletto® Advances Their Hammer Lineup with a New Titanium Finish Hammer 
 

As the premier brand of professional hammers on the market, Stiletto® expands their lineup with 

the TRIMBONE™ Titanium Hammer, designed with specialized features for finish carpentry, 

including mallet caps, replaceable steel faces, and replaceable colored grips that provide a 

personalized touch for the user. 

“Since 1849, Stiletto® has been the leader in the premium hand tool industry,” said Brandon 

Miller, VP of Product Marketing for Stiletto. “With the introduction of our new TRIMBONE™ 

Titanium Hammer and accessories, Stiletto is redefining expectations and equipping professional 

finish carpenters and remodelers with a lighter-weight titanium hammer that has highly specialized 

features designed specifically for the finish carpenter.” 

The TRIMBONE™ Titanium Hammer is designed to hit like steel, built with all-titanium 

construction to minimize harmful recoil shock and provide users with maximum productivity. The 

hammer weighs 45% less than a standard steel hammer and reduces harmful recoil shock 

vibrations. Equipped with a compact D-face, the hammer can fit in tight spaces, and the trim claw 

is best suited for pulling a wide range of nails and prying trim and molding. Located on the side 

of the hammer is a 180° nail puller ideal for easily pulling carpentry nail sizes from 2D to 16D (1-

inch to 3-1/2 inch).  

 Replaceable colored grips and steel faces are designed to extend the life of the hammer while 

also allowing remodelers and finish carpenters to personalize their hammer. Available in five 

different colors and easy to install and remove, the grips hold up to the needs of the job, prolonging 

the life of the hammer. The non-marring mallet caps come in hard (White) and soft (Black), 
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allowing users to alternate between hammer and mallet and strike without damage. A redesigned 

magnetic nail set enables users to set nails in hard-to-reach places without risking fallout. 

Stiletto® TRIMBONE™ Smooth/Curve Titanium Hammer  

TRIMBONE™ Smooth/Curve Titanium Hammer  TRMB 
 

$239.9 

TRIMBONE™ Smooth Steel Replacement Face TRMB-RS $29.99 

TRIMBONE™ Mallet Cap Kit TRMB-RMA $24.99 

TRIMBONE™ Orange Replacement Grip TBRG-O $34.99 

TRIMBONE™ Green Replacement Grip TBRG-G $34.99 

TRIMBONE™ Yellow Replacement Grip TBRG-Y $34.99 

TRIMBONE™ Blue Replacement Grip TBRG-B $34.99 

TRIMBONE™ Black Replacement Grip TBRG-BL $34.99 

 
About Stiletto 
STILETTO®, founded in 1849, is a leader in the premium hand tool industry. 
STILETTO® is synonymous with the titanium hammer of choice for thousands of 
building professionals around the globe. The company introduced iconic new-to-world 
features like the side nail puller and magnetic nail starter that have now become 
industry standards. 
STILETTO® is driven to define the future of hand tools by bringing breakthrough 
innovation and highly specialized features for carpenters, framers, and remodelers 
unlike anything else on the market. 
  

STILETTO® is a division of Brookfield, Wisconsin-based Milwaukee Electric Tool 
Corporation. For more information on the full line of STILETTO® products, please call 1-
800-987-1849 (USA/CAN) or visit www.stiletto.com. 
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